Semi-leptonic decays of heavy avours play a crucial role in the determination of the CabibboKobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements. decays provide a good test of the method, since the relevant CKM matrix element is well constrained by unitarity in the Standard Model: 0 975. Here we present preliminary results obtained from a large statistics simulation performed by the APE Collaboration, using the Clover action [1] , and results obtained by the European Lattice Collaboration (ELC) [2] , using the Wilson action at = 6 4. The full results of this work will be published elsewhere [3] .
Both the studies were intended to reduce ( ) artefacts: the ELC study by working at a smaller value of , but with Wilson fermions; the APE study by working at moderate but with an \im-proved" action. The results with the Clover action suer from severe statistical errors, in spite of the large statistics. There are two possible reasons for this: either the Clover action or the \thinning" procedure. \Thinning" means that we use only one point out of three, in each spatial direction, when we compute correlation functions. This procedure is necessary when, as in our case, the computer memory is not sucient to store the full quark propagators. There is a systematic error introduced by \thinning" because we cannot eliminate high momentum components in the correlation functions. This error can be shown to be negligible at large time distances. On the other hand, by using a small sample of the points, the signal is destabilized.
Both the studies try to extrapolate the form factors (FF) to decays using the scaling laws predicted by the Heavy Quark Eective Theory (HQET) [4] . For the moment this is more a feasibility study because of the large statistical errors which amplify in the extrapolation.
Semi-leptonic decays ( ) are described in terms of six FF of which only four are relevant for the decay rates (see eg. [5] ). The relevant information, for each FF, can be expressed in terms of its value at = 0 and its dependence. In the following, we will give the main results of the two studies for these quantities. Other results presented at this conference [11, 12] can be found in these proceedings, see also [13] . To extract the FF we have computed two-and three-point correlation functions and followed the procedure set out in [2] . The lattice setup of the two computations is reported in Table 1 .
To study the dependence of the FF, we compute the matrix elements with a meson at rest, i.e. In g. 1, we compare the FF, computed in the APE simulation, to the meson dominance predictions, e.g.
( ) = , as a function of . In the range explored, the behaviour of the FF is similar to the expectation of meson dominance. From our data, there could be a deviation from meson dominance at 0, that can be decided only with more accurate results.
To obtain the FF at = 0 it is convenient to estimate them from the points with the closest to zero. In this way one reduces the systematic eect due to the choice of a particular functional dependence on .
We report in Tab vious results obtained at larger values of . The APE results are still preliminary and have been obtained by using two dierent procedures, the so called \ratio"(A) and \analytic"(B) methods, for details see ref. [2] .
One source of uncertainty is the value of the renormalization constants of the vector and axial currents, and . ELC computed the vector FF by using both the conserved vector current and the local vector current with = 0 84. For the axial current, the perturbative value = 0 88 has been used. Dierent values should be used if one assumes boosted perturbation theory [14, 15] . In the APE simulation we used local currents with = 0 824 and = 1 09, as determined non perturbatively, using light quark correlation functions, see ref. [16, 17] .
As table 2 shows, there is reasonable agreement among the results quoted by dierent authors and the experimental values. The situation is still confused for for which theoretical and experimental results have a large spread.
The study of meson decays is of great importance since it is essential for the determination of the still unknown value of . mesons cannot be studied directly on the lattice since the -quark mass is beyond the present values of . One possibility is to evaluate the FF in the charm re- Table 2 FF at = 0 for the ( ). The numbers obtained by the ELC and the APE Collaboration are compared to the most recent experimental world average and to previous lattice results. ELC averaged the vector FF obtained from the conserved and the local vector currents [2] .
Ref. In gure 2 we plot the FF as a function of 1 . The FF for decays extrapolated at = 0 are given in Table 3 .
